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Minotaur Books, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Award-winning author Kjell Ola Dahl has attained cult status in his home country of Norway with
his sharp, riveting bestsellers. Over the last decade he has found audiences in ten other countries
and finally, with his gripping and intelligent novel, The Fourth Man, the master of Norwegian crime
writing is crossing the Atlantic. In the course of a routine police raid, Detective Inspector Frank
Frolich of the Oslo Police saves the life of Elizabeth Faremo, a dark-haired beauty with mysterious
eyes who was inadvertently caught in the crossfire. Some weeks later, Frolich coincidentally runs
into her again---but their ensuing affair is no accident. By the time he learns that she is no stranger-
--but rather the sister of a wanted member of a larceny gang---it is already too late. In the middle of
the night, Frolich receives a call that a young guard has been killed in the course of an attempted
break-in. Scrambling to respond, he realizes that Elizabeth is no longer in his bed. And all at once,
Frolich s life has changed. In a turn of events cryptic, erotic, and complex, he finds himself a...
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The ideal publication i possibly go through. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this published e publication. I am delighted to explain how this
is actually the finest pdf i have got read inside my personal existence and could be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Roberto Friesen-- Roberto Friesen

This written book is excellent. It typically is not going to price a lot of. I found out this book from my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- Darrin Abbott-- Darrin Abbott
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